HPE BACK-TO-WORK SOLUTIONS

Helping businesses get back to work
Today's exceptional circumstances have created a new demand for solutions that enable businesses to provide a safer work environment. The ability to transform a traditional property to an intelligent workplace through the use of artificial intelligence will be key to allowing workers to safely return to work. This is accomplished through proven integrated technology solutions that enable a cognitive ecosystem that will automate complex building management processes.

Video Analytics
HPE back-to-work solutions provide the scalable foundation for an AI-enabled intelligent workplace that will transform the way you manage your commercial properties on an enterprise-wide basis.

Comprehensive
HPE Pointnext Services evaluates your requirements and helps you design, configure, integrate, and operate the right mix of intelligent workplace use cases for a secure, comprehensive solution based on industry standards.

World-Class Hardware
HPE intelligent compute delivers workload optimization, scalability, security, and automation—all available as a service. Transform infrastructure management in your environment with highly advanced AI for infrastructure HPE InfoSight.

HPE delivers capabilities for a smart property ecosystem delivered via HPE GreenLake

FEVER DETECTION
Detect and trace the body temperature of your employees with a highly accurate, unobtrusive, zero-touch mechanism

High accuracy
• +/- 0.3 C
• World-class AI algorithm for facial recognition
• Adjusts for environmental factors
• Remembers historical body temperatures, based on facial recognition
• Recognizes relative temperature differential among peers

Automation
• Get real time alerts
• Optimize traffic workflow
• Minimize personnel overhead
• Execute policies and procedures consistently

TOUCHLESS ENTRY
Enable employees to securely and smoothly access your location using a hands-free, hygienic, low-congestion, entrance

Touchless capabilities
• Hands-free, germ-free, access creates a safer workplace and peace of mind for employees and visitors

Seamless convenience
• Their face and phone grants employees streamlined and secure access, eliminating the need for a key, fob, or badge

Advanced security
• Proactive real-time alerts of unauthorized piggybacking entries
• Double authentication for enhanced control

SOCIAL DISTANCE TRACING AND TRACKING
Track individuals' movements across locations and identify persons with whom they've been in contact

Advanced technology
• Real-time streaming analytics
• Proactive smart alerts
• 3D spatial intelligence

One-click reporting
• A person's location history
• All persons detected in the same locations
• Social distancing adherence

Investment Protection
• Leverage existing video camera investments
• Fixed price enterprise licensing model
• AI-enabled use of low-cost video cameras
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